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Abstract
In this paper, the reliability of a resistance spot welding (RSW) process is studied by monitoring the quality
of the corresponding welding points. Each welding point is uniquely represented by a resistance curve over
time. Five learning resistance curves, the good quality of the related welding points was verified by means
of experimental non-destructive ultrasonic techniques, are available. The corresponding learning maximum,
minimum and average resistance curves, as a reference to check the quality of the welding points related to
different process resistance curves, are obtained. In order to estimate the quality of a generic welding point,
two different parameters comparing the corresponding process resistance curve with the learning maximum,
minimum and average resistance curves are considered, i.e., Euclidean distance and ascent/descent velocity.
Both good quality and defective welding points are observed, where Euclidean distance allows the presence
of the defect to be detected, while ascent/descent velocity allows the typology of the defect to be diagnosed.

A direct comparison of these curves can be made by taking the vectors of the (discretized) resis-
tance values at each sampling time and computing their Euclidean distance. If the distance between the
resistance curve and the average learning curve exceeds a threshold, the weld is considered to be defective.
A comparison between characteristic parameters can also be made by dividing the resistance curve into two
phases: an ascent phase, when the weld core melts, and a descent phase, when it solidifies; the resistance
reaches its maximum value at the time separating these phases. The velocities of resistance change over the
time within these two phases are computed; if their values are comprised in an acceptable range (computed
from the learning curves), then the weld quality is acceptable.

These methodologies are applied to a number of welds: the measured signals are analysed statisti-
cally and the accuracy of the diagnosis is critically discussed. It is found that condition monitoring can be
applied to RSW processes effectively and with reduced costs.


